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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,
December is just round the corner and to kick off the Holiday Season we
bring you the most updated Holiday Shopping Guide to survive this season.
From technology to shiny galore to beauty…. get the unique shopping
ideas. They say big things come in small packages so read our tech-packed
shopping guide to decide for yourself!
How can we forget to bring exclusive coverage of wonderful musical show
when Mika Singh got the people on their toes with his enthralling performance
in Montreal, get the glimpse of that magical night on our inside pages.There
are lot more suspense for you inside to unfold & beguile yourself, just some
quirky hints; ‘SRK’s 50th birthday”, “Canada’s election breakdown” & much
more..hold your breath ;)
With the holidays fast approaching, I wish all of you a luxurious celebration,
whether that means indulging in some of the gifts you will be discovering in
this issue or simply having the luxury of time to do things that inspire you
and spend time with the people who genuinely light up your life.Put a pot of
coffee on or get some tea brewing, have some snack, slip into your
comfy duvet and wallow in reading this issue!
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Tete A Tete

Paris Terrorist Attacks: Strikes on ‘Civilized World’

Liberals Get More Than 11,000 Job Applications
Canadians voted in droves for the Liberal Party and now they want to work for the new federal government. On Friday
night, the party put out a call on the web and social media looking to hire a diverse team of passionate and hard-working
people. Within 12 hours, more than 3,000 people had uploaded their resumes.
By this afternoon, more than 11,000 had applied and most had also submitted
detailed cover letters. Liberal Party spokesman Olivier Duchesneau said so far the
submissions are impressive. They include several Rhodes scholars and more than
1,500 applicants speak three or more languages. ”There’s people who have 20, 30
years of experience in government you have lawyers, you have people who are
working in and running NGOs,” Duchesneau said. There are roughly a thousand
jobs available in Ottawa with MPs, cabinet ministers as well as inside the Prime
Minister’s Office. The party is looking for senior managers as well as people with
expertise in communications, administration, parliamentary affairs and policy. So
far, interest is spread pretty evenly across all categories. “Mr. Trudeau has said his government will be the government of all
Canadians. You know it’s an example of how we want to do things. We’re doing things differently, we want to be open and we
want all Canadians to be engaged and participate,” Duchesneau said. With so many CVs still pouring in, the party will have to
reply to applicants soon in order to manage expectations and explain that the process will take a little longer than expected, he
said. An internal triage process is already underway to prioritize submissions for jobs that need to be filled first. Those would
likely include staff for cabinet ministers who will be sworn in on Wednesday.

Paris Terrorist Attacks Shook The World
November 13th, Friday night’s deadly attacks in Paris by gunmen and suicide bombers hit a concert hall, a major stadium,
restaurants and bars, almost simultaneously - leaving at least 129 people dead and hundreds wounded. The attacks have
been described by President Francois Hollande as an “act of war” organized by the Islamic State (IS) militant group.French
police have carried out more than 150 raids across the country, as the search for suspects continues. Raids have also
taken place in the Belgian city of Brussels. France held a nationwide minute of silence at midday local time (11:00 GMT)
for the victims.
U.S. President Barack Obama said the coordinated attacks were
a strike on the “civilized world” and promised to hunt those behind
the violence. “The killing of innocent people based on a twisted
ideology is an attack not just France, not just on Turkey, but an
attack on the civilized world,” he said in Ankara, Turkey.
Pakistan Defence Minister Khawaja Asif extended his condolences
to the French & wrote a message in a condolence book at the
French Embassy in presence of French Ambassador to Pakistan
Martine Dorance at Islamabad and observed a minute of silence
alongside the staff in honour of the victims of the attack.
Thousands of Montrealers walked in solidarity with the people of Paris. Dignitaries including Mayor Denis Coderre, Heritage
Minister Melanie Joly, PQ leader Pierre Karl Peladeau, CAQ leader Francois Legault, and federal and provincial politicians
were in the crowd of regular Montrealers, all expressing their grief, but also their resolve.
Muslim groups and countries widely condemned the terror attacks in Paris, and Muslims and supporters around the world
took to social media to condemn the deadly terror attacks in Paris and reiterate the difference between Islam and extremist
dogma.
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Obama Says Syria Deployment Doesn’t Break
No ‘Boots On Ground’
WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama said on Monday the planned
deployment of dozens of United States (US) special forces to Syria to
advise opposition forces fighting self-styled Islamic State (IS) did not break
his promise not to put “boots on the
ground” in the Syrian conflict. “Keep
in mind that we have run special
ops already and really this is just an
extension of what we are continuing
to do,” Obama said in an interview on
“NBC Nightly News” in his first public
comments on the deployment since
it was announced on Friday. “We are
not putting US troops on the front lines
fighting firefights with ISIL,” Obama
said, using another acronym for IS. “I have been consistent throughout
that we are not going to be fighting like we did in Iraq with battalions and
occupations. That doesn’t solve the problem.” In announcing the measure,
the White House said the troops would be on a mission to “train, advise and
assist” and would number fewer than 50. The introduction of US forces on
the ground marks a shift after more than a year of limiting the Syria mission
to air strikes against IS.

The Raj Of Rahul: As SRK Rings In Half A
Century, He Reveals The Fan Trailer
For His Fans
Shah Rukh Khan is the quintessential boy-next-door. From Dilwale Dulhania
Le Jayenge to Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, we know he’s got the rom-com Prince
Charming role down. However, he’s so much more diverse than that. As
King Khan turns 50 today. the leading man took to Twitter to unveil the
second trailer for his upcoming movie, Fan, a role that shows how diverse
he is as an actor.
Shah Rukh Khan @iamsrk
2day as I turn 50 I turn 25 again
-for all the yrs of lov u hav given
me, I giv u my most heartfelt
creation.Gaurav the FAN.U & I r
a Belief
In the upcoming flick, Khan will be
playing a dual role in the movie; one of a reigning superstar and the other
of his biggest fan and as luck would have it, a lookalike. The second teaser
gives audiences a glimpse of the die-hard fan Gaurav, who is obsessed
with Aryan Khanna, the superstar.

Record 218,000 Migrants
Crossed Mediterranean
Last Month: UN

GENEVA: More than 218,000 migrants
and refugees crossed the Mediterranean
to Europe in October a monthly record
and more than during the whole of 2014,
the United Nations said on Monday. “Last
month was a record month for arrivals,” UN
refugee agency spokesman Adrian Edwards
said, pointing out that “arrivals in October
parallelled the entire 2014”. In October,
218,394 people made the perilous crossing
all but 8,000 of them landing in Greece
compared to 216,054 Mediterranean arrivals
during all of last year, UN figures show.
The soaring numbers of arrivals last month
brought to over 744,000 the number of
people who have made the journey so far this
year. The October figures show that despite
the increasingly harrowing conditions at sea
at the onset of winter, refugees from Syria
and other trouble spots continue to pile into
boats heading west, fearing that Europe is
about to close its borders. Among the more
than 600,000 migrants and refugees who
have crossed to Greece since the beginning
of the year, 94 per cent come from the
world’s top 10 refugee-producing countries.
The ballooning number of crossings has
had dire consequences, with the numbers
of deaths piling up by the day. Some 3,440
people have died or gone missing trying to
cross the Mediterranean to Europe so far
this year, according to UNHCR numbers last
week. The figures do not take into account
the latest tragedy, with at least 15 migrants
and refugees, including six children,
drowning off Greece on Sunday when two
boats making the hazardous crossing from
Turkey capsized.
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Up close and personal with

Atif Aslam

“Music goes beyond language & people like it even though they don’t understand the lyrics. It
connects everyone, everywhere around the globe”.
-Atif Aslam
It is very rare that someone comes along with just the
right amount of personality, the right amount of talent, the
charisma, the style, the courage and most importantly the
passion to excel at something. When all these rare qualities
come together in any individual, he creates history! For any
artist, the connection with his audience is the ultimate aim of
his art form. If the success of any artist is measured by his
ability to captivate his audience, Atif Aslam stands far above
everyone else in the industry.

team trials. At one stage Atif was training to represent his
country in the U-19 World Cup.

Debut

Spurred on by his friends he began to sing in public during his
days in college and recorded his first single “Aadat” ” (“Habit”
in English) as part of a band “Jal”. Within a matter of weeks
“Aadat” went viral online and soon he became a household
name on the basis of that one song. However, the band soon
went their separate ways even before the release of their first
Early Life
album. On 17th July, 2004 the first album of Atif Aslam titled
On 12th March, 1983 Atif Aslam was born in Wazirabad, “Jalpari” was released. The album featured various smash
Pakistan. He soon moved back to Lahore (his hometown) hit tracks such as “Bheegi Yaadein”, “Ehsaas”, “Mahi Ve”,
and started his education. Even though Atif always admired “Ankhon Sey” along with the title track “Jalpari” that charted
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and Abida Parveen. his first love was across countries in the subcontinent. Atif’s unique vocal
for cricket and he dreamed of representing his nation as a capabilities and powerful renditions elevated him to stardom
cricketer. He was a fast bowler and his passion for the sport within weeks. The album had become the youth anthem of
saw him being selected for the national Under 19 cricket Pakistan.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015
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present a unique blend of fusion music.
Atif Aslam’s soulful voice crossed the Atif Aslam remained a big hit with Coke
Pakistani border and reached India Studio fans as he gave electrifying
when Bollywood director Mahesh Bhatt performances experimenting with
called Atif Aslam to seek his consent different musical avenues. Over the
to put “Woh Lamhey” as a song in the course of the seasons, Atif Aslam
soundrack of his new motion picture, performed the various tracks including
Zeher. The song “Wo Lamhey” was a Jalpari, Kinara, Wasta Pyaar Da, Mai
commercial version of the song “Bheegi Ne, Humain Kya Hua, Taj-Dare-Haram,
Yaadein” from Atif’s first album. The Kadi Aao Ni’.
movie came out in “2005” and Atif’s
voice became an instant hit with the Acting Career
Indian audience. Following Jal Pari, In 2010, Atif also diversified as an
he released two more successful solo actor and took up the challenge to star
albums, Doorie and Meri Kahani. Then, in a movie called “BOL”. The movie is
within a span of three years he recorded directed by acclaimed Pakistani director
over two dozen chartbusters for top Shoaib Mansoor and provides a deep
Bollywood films. Aslam’s work on the moralistic insight into the most sensitive
movie Race, was nominated for the issues prevailing in Pakistan. Atif Aslam
Filmfare Award. He continues to work sang two songs for the movie. The first
on top productions and his growing song was called “Kaho (Aj Bol Do)”
popularity has seen filmmakers create and the second song was called “Hona
special music videos to promote their Tha Pyaar” that was composed by Atif
films with his songs.
Aslam himself. Both songs received a
great response.

Coke Studio

In 2009, Atif Aslam made his presence
felt in the show “Coke Studio” produced
by Rohail Hyatt. Coke Studio showcases
live performances of artists from
diverse genres as they come together to

Hollywood

Atif has three songs from his first album
(Yakeen, Ehsaas & Aadat) featured in
the American independent film Man
Push Cart which has won international

awards and was praised by critics. He
then sang two songs in Mira Nair’s
film The Reluctant Fundamentalist. His
two other songs ‘Doorie’ and ‘Maula’
from his second album Doorie were
picked up in 2010 for the soundtrack
of the Hindi version of the Mexican
film La mujer de mi hermano, directed
by Ricardo de Montreuil. The musical
collaboration of Atif Aslam and Lanny
Cordola made waves with patriotic
and inspiring tracks titled “Pakistan
I have a dream” & “We Will Rise
Again”. Speaking about Atif Aslam,
Lanny Cordola comments: “I couldn’t
be more grateful to him. As a friend
and as a musician…We have these
long conversations about history and
music and when we played together
we had great chemistry.”

“

The language barrier did
not matter. And that’s the
thing about music, it goes
beyond language. Like a
Brazilian guy comes up to
me and says I love your
songs.

“

Bollywood
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In The Limelight

the lyrics. Music connects everyone,
everywhere”. In April 2013, Atif
performed for the first time at the LG
Arena in Birmingham following which
he became the first artist from Asia to
perform twice at London’s O2 Arena.
In August 2015, Atif performed at
London’s O2 Arena for the third time, in
which his fans witnessed him perform
Tajdar-e-Haram from Coke Studio
(Pakistan) Season 8 for the first time
ever. To date, Atif Aslm has performed
in more than 15 countries across the
globe and captivated the heart of
millions. For this incredible feat, Atif
Aslam became the youngest Pakistani
to be bestowed upon with the highest
civil honor “Tamgha-e-Imtiaz” (Star of
Excellence) from the Government in
2008.

In a Nutshell

In a decade, Atif Aslam has clearly
become “The biggest superstar of
Pakistan”. His juvenile and humble
personality has struck a chord with the
youth of South Asia on a very personal
level. An artist that has reached the
pinnacle of success continues to amaze
the world by keeping his feet grounded.
Atif said about his more than a decade
long music journey:

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015

“

You’ve done the touring, you’ve
played in stadiums and around
the world, and you’ve met fans
from diverse countries, you’ve
given the interviews, but you
never want to fall in a rut. So,
you look to challenge yourself
like, ‘okay, the last song was
good but what’s next’. Selfsatisfaction is essential; you can’t
always deliver a hit. But in the
end, it’s about loving music.

“

Due to his ever increasing popularity
Atif went on various tours around the
globe taking his music to the world.
He began to tour internationally with
performances in the US, Canada,
New York & UK. He became the third
Pakistan actor ever to perform in the
prestigious “Royal Albert Hall” in
London alongside Jay Sean. At the
time, he was the youngest among all the
Pakistani actors who performed before
him and had spent the least amount of
time in the industry. On 22 April 2012
Atif Aslam became the first man from
his country to perform in London’s O2
Arena a concert spectacular to promote
love, peace and unity among India and
Pakistan. Atif performed for four hours.
In 2012 he was invited for three
concerts at the World Trade Centre in
Dubai. In December 2012, Atif was
named among top performers of Dubai
for 2012 alongside Pitbull, Enrique
Iglesias, Il Divo, Gotye, Evanescence
and Swedish House Mafia. A few weeks
earlier, Atif Aslam became the first man
from Asia, and the second artist after
Bryan Adams, to be permitted to perform
inside the Dashrath Rangasla National
Football Stadium in Kathmandu, Nepal.
With 25,000 in the crowd, this concert
was a great success. Atif said about
the popularity of his music around
globe that: “The language barrier did
not matter. And that’s the thing about
music, it goes beyond language. Like a
Brazilian guy comes up to me and says
I love your songs. There’s a massive
fan-base on Facebook, 17 million
fans, so imagine the circulation. And
so, my music is introduced to people
of different nationalities and they like it
even though they don’t underst

On stage, Atif Aslam is a Rock star, he
is larger than life but he doesn’t bring
back that part of his performance
back with him off stage. Beyond all
the spotlights and the superstardom,
Atif continues to live a simple life with
a simple personality. Along with his
powerful vocals and soulful renditions,
Atif is known for his sense of humor
and the ability to spread positive energy
all around him. It is often said about
Atif Aslam that “He came, he sang &
he conquered” but it has not been that
simple. The success is backed by
consistent hard work, dedication and
the ability to create music with fearless
confidence! Combine all that with the
most humble superstar ever and only
one name comes to mind, Atif Aslam!
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Fashion Brand Mina Hasan
To Launch Embroidered
Collection
The Mina Hasan Embroidered
Collection captures a festive theme this
fall with their floral motifs juxtaposed
with geometric elements and soft blush
colours. Inspired by French landscape
with playson light and dark tones,
the color palette is an assortment of
elegantly soft pastels and warm fall
hues, mimicking autumn shades. The
silhouettes are delicate with structured
cuts with laces and embellishments
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015
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Shoot Credits:

Label: Mina Hasan
Collection Name: A/W’15 Bridal Collection
Photography: Ayaz Anis
Makeup and Hair: Natasha Salon
Model: Laila Ali
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Election Canada

Canada’s 2015 Federal Election Result
The Canadian federal election, 2015 (formally the 42nd general election) was held on October 19, 2015, to elect
members to the House of Commons of the Canadian parliament.
The writs of election for the 2015 election were issued by Governor General David Johnston on August 4.
The ensuing campaign spanned 78 days from the dissolution of Parliament to the election, one of the longest
campaigns in Canadian history.This was also the first time since the 1979 election that a Prime Minister attempted
to win a fourth consecutive term in power.
A RED wave swept Canada as Justin Trudeau’s Liberal Party took 184 seats. That is well above the 170 needed to
form a majority government. The result indicated a defeat for the ruling Conservative Party led by incumbent Prime
Minister Stephen Harper by the Liberal Party led by new Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. The New Democratic Party
led by Thomas Mulcair became the third-largest party. It was followed by regional Bloc Québécoisled by Gilles
Duceppe and the Green Party of Canada led by Elizabeth May with one seat.
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ELECTION AFTERMATH
Hours after conceding defeat on election night, incumbent Prime Minister
Stephen Harper resigned as leader of the Conservative Party, though announced
his intention to remain in the new parliament as a backbencher after being
elected in the riding of Calgary Heritage. The Conservative caucus met on
November 5, 2015, and elected former health minister and Alberta MP Rona
Ambrose as interim leader of the party, and hence, interim Leader of the Official
Opposition. Following his swearing in on November 4, 2015, Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau announced that parliament would reconvene on December 3,
2015 with the Speech from the Throne to follow on December 4.

REACTIONS
China:Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Hua Chunying expressed hope on
building on existing relations between Canada and China, stating “a sustainable
and steady development of China-Canada relations” will benefit both countries.
Germany: German Ambassador to Canada Werner Wnendt said that his
government welcomed Trudeau’s commitment to restoring a multilateral
foreign policy and “the traditional voice that Canada has had at the UN has
been missed.”
India:Prime Minister Narendra Modi congratulated Trudeau by telephone where
he reminisced about meeting Trudeau’s family, expressed hope for further
improvement of Canada–India relations, and invited Trudeau to visit India.
Iran:Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Marzieh Afkham told Press TV that the
election is a “reflection and result of the will and resolve of the Canadian people
to distance themselves from the extremist policies. The Islamic Republic
respects the vote and choice of the Canadian people.”
Italy: Prime Minister Matteo Renzi sent Trudeau a Twitter message wishing
him luck and saying that he looked forward to them meeting at the 2015 G-20
Antalya summit.
Mexico:President Enrique Peña Nieto congratulated Trudeau by telephone and
tweeted that “Canada and Mexico have the opportunity to start a new chapter
in their relationship.”
United States:President Barack Obama congratulated Trudeau on the result
in a telephone call where the two discussed Canada–United States relations,
the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and the upcoming climate change conference in
Paris.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015
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Trudeau’s New Cabinet ‘Looks Like Canada’
‘Because it’s 2015’: A recalibration of power for women in cabinet

Justin Trudeau led an equal number
of men and women diverse in
ethnicity and background up the
driveway to Rideau Hall. That short
walk took 147 years.
They include a millionaire
businessman, a geoscientist, a
Paralympian and a refugee who fled
the Taliban.This is the new cabinet
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
unveiled on Wednesday!
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NAVDEEP SINGH BAINS

CAROLYN BENNETT

Innovation, science and economic
development

Indigenous and Northern Affairs

MARIE-CLAUDE BIBEAU

SCOTT BRISON

(Mississauga-Malton, Ontario)

(St. Paul’s, Ontario)

(Compton-Stanstead, Quebec)

(Kings-Hants, Nova Scotia)

International development and La
Francophonie

Treasury Board president

JIM CARR

SCOTT BRISON

(Winnipeg-South Centre,
Manitoba)

(Waterloo, Ontario)
Small Business and Tourism

Natural resources

KIRSTY DUNCAN

(Etobicoke North, Ontario)
Science

JUDY FOOTE

(Bonavista-Burin-Trinity,
Newfoundland)
Public services and procurement

CHRYSTIA FREELAND

(University-Rosedale, Ontario)
International trade

MARC GARNEAU

(Notre-Dame-de-Grâce–
Westmount, Quebec)
Transport
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RALPH GOODALE

PATTY HAJDU

(Regina-Wascana,
Saskatchewan)

(Thunder Bay-Superior North,
Ontario)

Public safety and emergency
preparedness

Status of Women

KENT HEHR

MÉLANIE JOLY

(Calgary Centre, Alberta)

(Ahuntsic-Cartierville, Quebec)

Minister of Veterans Affairs and
Associate Minister of National
Defence

Canadian Heritage

DOMINIC LEBLANC

DIANE LEBOUTHILLIER

(Beauséjour, New Brunswick)
Government House Leader

(Gaspésie–Les Îles-de-laMadeleine, Quebec)
Revenue

LAWRENCE MACAULAY

JOHN MCCALLUM

(Cardigan, P.E.I.)

(Markham-Thornhill, Ontario)

Agriculture and agri-food

Immigration, refugees and
citizenship

CATHERINE MCKENNA

MARYANNE MIHYCHUK

(Ottawa Centre, Ontario)

(Kildonan-St. Paul, Manitoba)

Environment and Climate Change

Employment, Workforce
Development and Labour
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STÉPHANE DION

JEAN-YVES DUCLOS

Foreign affairs

Families, Children and Social
Development

MARYAM MONSEF

BILL MORNEAU

(Saint-Laurent, Quebec)

(Peterborough-Kawartha,
Ontario)

(Quebec, Quebec)

(Toronto Centre, Ontario)
Finance

Democratic Institutions

JANE PHILPOTT

CARLA QUALTROUGH

Health

Sport and Persons with Disabilities

(Markham-Stouffville, Ontario)

HARJIT SINGH SAJJAN

(Delta, B.C.)

AMARJEET SOHI

(Vancouver South, B.C.)

(Edmonton Mill-Woods, Alberta)

National Defence

Infrastructure and Communities

HUNTER TOOTOO

JODY WILSON-RAYBOULD

Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian
Coast Guard

Justice and Attorney-General

(Nunavut, Nunavut)

(Vancouver Granville, B.C.)
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Mika Singh Rock the
Montreal with his live
enchanting performance
on October 11th at Théâtre
Desjardins. He sung &
performed on some of
his most hit tracks like
Mauja Hi Mauja, Singh
Is King etc. The musical
night was organized &
presented by “A & B
Friends Entertainment”
and
Shan-e-Punjab
Association of Montreal.

Mika Singh Live In Montreal
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015
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Mika Singh Live In Montreal
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Coke Studio Special

Coke Studio Season 8 – Rocks The Classics!
Coke Studio released the first & second episodes of Season 8 featuring
‘Aankharli Pharookai’ by Mai Dhai and Karam Abbas, ‘Bewajah’ by
Nabeel Shaukat Ali, ‘Sayyon’ by the Mekaal Hassan Band and ‘Tajdar
i Haram’ by Atif Aslam in episode one and ‘Sammi Meri Waar’ by
Umair Jaswal and Quratulain Balouch (QB), ‘Sakal Ban’ by Rizwan
and Muazzam, ‘Rockstar’ by Ali Zafar and ‘Chirya Da Chamba’ by
Suraiya Khanum featuring Anwar Maqsood in episode two.

‘Tajdar-i-Haram’ by Atif Aslam remained the most hit composition of
the season yet. The Qawali has been etched in histories memory as a
qawwali that’s resonated through the world encapsulating the love for
the Prophet. It appears on Coke Studio in an intoxicating performance
by Atif Aslam that grips the audience with the lingering sound of the
Tabla played by Babar Ali Khanna and with the dominating rhythm
provided by Arsalan Rabbani on the Harmonium. Singing in Urdu,
Persian and Arabic Atif Aslam and the ‘Humnawa’ perform a soulfuelled rendition of a classic keeping
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2015
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the genre as organic as it once used to be; and yet creating an almost
hypnotic trance that will engulf the listener by its sheer magnitude.
On their first collaborative single, ‘Sammi Meri Waar’ – the duo,
Umair Jaswal and Quratulain Balouch (QB) stick close to their dual
strengths. A folk Punjabi song that is traditionally sung at weddings,
the track has been masterfully entwined by the house band featuring a
strong groove underlined by Sajid Ali’s flute and Tanveer Tafu’s moody
Mandolin rhythm.
Aankharli Pharookai’ – is a fusion of a folk tune with classical rhythms
featuring the powerhouse Mai Dhai alongside Karam Abbas. Originating
from the deserts of Thar/Rajasthan, the traditional song is an omen of
something good about to happen.
Bewajah’ is a love ballad performed by Nabeel Shaukat Ali that
describes the quandary of lovers trying to forget their loved ones
in an age old pain of heartbreak that follows romance.
Based on the traditional folk tale of Heer and her lover Ranjha, the
Mekaal Hasan Band set the scene perfectly on their song titled,
‘Sayyon’. Working within the signature MHB sound, the song
opens with mastermind Pappu on flute accompanied by Sajid Ali
and his brother Abid.
As the rightful torchbearers to the century old tradition of Qawwali, ‘Sakal
Ban’ adds to Rizwan and Muazzam’s colossal catalog of their signature
sound, marked by churning rhythms and apocalyptic finality.
‘Rockstar’ is a funky, jazz-esque biopic with Ali Zafar’s
signature old-fashioned songwriting coupled with an
addictive groove. ‘Chirya Da Chamba’ is the subtle beginning
of the perfect soundscape where less is more. Suraiya
Khanum’s exceptionally moving vocals add on to the earthy
sound of the matka, a repetitive cycle of the piano and the
guitar creating a seamless transition into a poem recital by
Anwar Maqsood.
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Tips To Glowing Skin This Winter!
Can you feel the nip in the air and smell the winter? So can your skin! But before the
weather decides to play dirty with your skin leaving it all blotchy and dry, it is wise to
switch to a newer beauty regimen. Here are some tips to make your life easy.
1. Gentle Glow

Get hold of body shower gels and facial cleansers that
revitalize your skin while restoring its natural moisture.
Winter is a time when your skin needs gentle products,
which are oil-based and not water-based as oil forms a
protective layer on the skin helping it lock the moisture
inside. Make sure you moisturize soon after you are done
bathing so that the pores can absorb the moisture faster.

5. Watch
conditions

harsh

No
matter
how
tempting it is to bathe
with hot water, it
must be avoided at all
cost. Use lukewarm
water for bathing and
moisturize every single
2. Keep Yourself Hydrated
time. Hot water steals
You have to eat and drink right to keep your system in all the moisture from your skin leaving it totally dry. Wear
order. Foods rich in Omega-3 fatty acids are good for petroleum jelly on your skin if you have decided to stay
your heart and the skin as well. Including flaxseeds, out for long. Keep yourself warm and covered always.
walnuts, salmon and also proteins in your diet will help
to increase natural oils in your skin and hair. Drink at 6. Must-have cosmetics
least eight glasses of water every day to keep yourself • Hydrating powder to give a natural look without
hydrated.
appearing patchy.
• Use dark brown tones for your eye makeup to give a
3. Sunscreen
winterish feel to your whole look.
You cannot stop sporting sunscreen thinking it’s a cold • An intensive lip care balm.
winter afternoon. Choose a sunscreen with an SPF 15 for • Hand creams and body lotions to keep you hydrated
winters but do apply a thin layer around thirty minutes and wrinkle-free.
before stepping out in the open. If the sunscreen causes • A good under eye cream to combat dark circles.
your skin to itch, then get hold of a sunscreen with a
moisturizer to hydrate the dry patches.

4. Hands and Heels

No one really likes cracked heels or dry hands but then
why is this condition so common in winters? This is
because we forget to care enough. Apart from regular
manicure and pedicure, it is important to moisturize
your hands and feet regularly. Use petroleum jelly at
least once a week at night and cover the area with socks
and gloves until morning.
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Ways To Heal Strained Relations With Family
Family is our support system in life. Our parents, siblings and life partner
are the people who will give us undying support in all our problems. Their
love for us is not based on any profit or material gain. Even then, we all have
problems in our relationships with our family members. We might never
get along with our parents or have a never-ending feud with our siblings.
There are many family members leading a strained relationship with one
another. These strained relationships are sometimes based on childhood
experiences. Sometimes, it begins with a simple misunderstanding.
Other times, it may be due to sudden changes in the family like the death
of a loved one, divorce or remarriage of your parents. Whatever be the
reason, a strained relationship will cause an unwanted strain in our mind.
It will also cause a loss in the trust and support of our loved one.

Learn to Forgive: Forgiveness is a gift you give yourself. It is a great relief
to forgive a person with whom you have a strained relationship. Once
that is done, you are one step closer to healing strained family relations.

We should actively seek to restore strained family relationships. There are
many things that we can do towards this end. Strained family relations
are never fun. Here we discuss relationship advice for restoring strained
relations with your family members:

Be Prepared for Refusal: Just because you want to restore strained
family relations doesn’t mean that the other person is also willing to do
so. Be prepared for his refusal and gather the support of mutual friends
who can help change his mind.

Communication Gap: Strained family relations often result from a
communication gap. Relationship advice emphasises the importance of
working on reducing the communication gap.

Be Willing to Change: Before beginning to restore strained family
relations, you must be willing to change yourself. Simply insisting that
the other person change will not work. Practise what you profess.

A New Beginning: Relationship advice for strained relations suggests a
whole new beginning. Take the initiative and let go of your ego and invite
your family member to renew your relationship.

Reconcile and Resolve: When there are strained family relations, the
first thing you need to focus on is to reconcile the relationship. This
will reduce the size of the problem. Then, the two of you can work on
resolving the issue with love and respect towards each other.
Try these tips today and enjoy the happiness of togetherness.

The Past Is Past: The first relationship advice to heal the rift between
family members is to let go of the past. Digging up past feuds never
benefits anyone. Be ready to let go and focus only on the future.

No Need for a Crowd: While restoring strained family relations, remember
to avoid large family gatherings to initiate contact. Instead have a one-toone talk with the person either over the phone or the social media.
Work on the Relation: If you wish to restore strained family relations,
you need to be prepared to work on it. Dedicate yourself to this cause
and build and maintain what little has been restored and over time, it will
be completely healed.
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Holiday Shopping Guide
FOR MEN
Don’t get the man in your life a tie. Sure, it seems like it’s something he needs (and it probably is), but don’t
do it. He’s better than that! And while we’re at it, don’t buy him a pair of pants, a belt, a tennis racket, a
sommelier class, a wok, or a set of fishing lures. Believe us, it is not what he wants. What your brother/
husband/boyfriend/son/dad/uncle wants and needs in his life is the latest technology. And it’s not just
about status or frivolity he needs to be empowered in our increasingly connected world. And he needs you
to buy it for him!
For that is why we have the holiday season and that is why we present you with this list of 10 amazing gifts
for the man in your life.
Nerf N-Strike Elite Nerf Cam ECS-12 Blaster
$69.99 at Amazon
Sure it’s fun to annoy & harass your friends by pelting
them with squishy, spongy Nerf bullets. The blaster is
fitted with a 1.77-inch color screen which allows you
to re-live your victims’ demise time and time again.
The N-Strike even allows you to capture photos and
images to download and share later.

94 Fifty Smart Sensor Basketball

Robomow RM510

$175.99 at Amazon

$1,199.00 at Amazon

The new NBA season is upon us! 94Fifty is
the smart-sensor basketball system that will
help you up your game by quantifying it. The
app-guided system can be your own personal
coach by providing real-time feedback on your
dribbling, passing, and shooting.

For lawns up to 5,400 square feet, the
rechargeable Robomow RM510 will keep
your lawn in check . The Robomow can
function under remote control or in automatic
mode . But don’t fear for your toes, if the
machine’s bumper senses an obstacle the
blades shut off and the lawnbot moves in the
opposite direction.

Tetris Stackable LED Desk Lamp
£21.88 at Amazon

I can’t think of a better way to illuminate a room
than with nostalgia! That’s where this seven-piece
stackable, interlocking lamp from ThinkGeek comes
in handy. The internal LED lights within the pieces
remain dull until they are interlocked.
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Netatmo Weather Station
$148.39 at Amazon

We all can be meteorologists now
with the Netatmo Weather Station,
which fills your smartphone with upto-the-minute weather info from your
surrounding area including humidity,
wind, and even CO2 levels. If the
man in your life likes to nerd-out on
occasion, this is the gift for him!

Bowers & Wilkins P5 Series 2
Headphones
£249.00 at Amazon
We called the P5 Series 2 one of the best
on-ear headphones on the market. If you
are serious about the music coming over
your headphones and want to look like a
hot-damn supermodel when you’re rocking
them, this is the set for you.

Samsung 48-Inch Curved TV
£249.00 at Amazon

Om Fitness Shirt Up & Running Kit

Curved TVs add a sleek, sexy
immersive dimension that will
spoil you on boring flat TVs. This
is the ultimate centerpiece to any
man cave.

£249.00 at Amazon
OM’s series of bio-sensing shirts will give the fitnessminded access to things like heart rate, breathing
rate, and breathing depth. Currently the shirt is only
supported on iOS, however the company promises
Android support is “coming soon.”

Refuel: Smart Propane Tank Gauge
Quirky’s Refuel smart propane gauge
wirelessly connects to your Wink hub app
and keeps you on top of your tank’s situation
from anywhere. The gauge even works
without your device just give it a simple tap:
if you get a green LED, you’re good to go.
$33.97 at Amazon

Grillbot
$33.97 at Amazon
Are you going to spend a perfectly nice
day chipping away at last year’s charred
burger bits plastered to your grill? Hell,
no—that’s what we have robots for.
Specifically, the Grillbot, which walks along
the inside of your grill and take care of that
bit of nastiness for you.
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FOR WOMEN
The holiday shopping season is in full swing (seriously). What are you waiting for? Don’t be that
person scouring the mall on Dec. 24. We have all your tech-related holiday shopping needs covered.
When it comes to the tech-savvy woman in your life, options abound. Whether you’re looking to
splurge or shop on a budget, there’s no shortage of gadgets she’ll love.
Sure, you could get her a tablet or a smartphone, but why not be a little creative? Maybe she’s
intrigued by wearables, fitness trackers, or the Internet of Things? We’ve got you covered!

Tory Burch Fitbit
Wearables are popular, but are they fashionable?
Enter designer Tory Burch, who has adds a little
sophistication to the Fitbit activity trackers.
The collection includes three basic options: a
brass pendant on a chain ($175), a brass cuff
bracelet ($195), and a few differently patterned
silicone wristbands ($38 each).

Bose SoundLink Bluetooth Speaker III
There are cheaper wireless speakers, yes. But a
Bose is a Bose, and the Soundlink III $299.00 at
Dell provides warm, full sound across a variety of
music genres, with a long battery life to boot.

Logitech Harmony Ultimate Home

Netatmo June
The June by Netatmo $34.43 at Amazon is a
piece of jewelry that helps protect your skin
from the sun by alerting you when you’ve
had too much exposure for the day. It’s not
waterproof, and it’s a one-trick pony, but
from a fashion point of view, it’s undeniably
charming.
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The lowly remote control—still essential to the
modern couch potato. Maybe even moreso,
as they go from simply changing volume
and channels on the television, to controlling
more and more of the home overall. That’s
where Logitech says the latest Harmony
Ultimate products come in. It includes the
Harmony Home Hub, which has expanded from
controlling home theaters to just about every
home automation and control product on the
market, from vendors like Philips, Nest, August,
Honeywell, Kwikset, Lutron, PEQ, Schlage,
SmartThings, Sylvania, Yale, and Zuli. There are
two remote options, one with a touch screen on
the remote itself.
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Mr. Coffee Smart Coffeemaker
WeMo Enabled
The WeMo-enabled Mr. Coffee Smart
Coffeemaker $105.00 at Amazon brings some
useful connectivity to the coffee pot, from
setting an automatic brewing schedule a week
in advance to push notifications sent to your
phone when your coffee is ready. You conduct
most of your life from your smartphone
nowadays, why not your morning java?

Chromecast
For something a little more plug-and-play,
consider the Chromecastdongle $29.99 at Best
Buy, which plugs into the HDMI port of your
HDTV and lets you “cast” content from your PC,
smartphone, or tablet right to the TV. The device
supports a growing number of services, from
Netflix to Hulu to HBO GO, and for $35, you can
afford to buy one for every TV in the house

Sen.se Mother
Mother by Sen.se is a kit you can use at home
to monitor different aspects of your life, from
how well you sleep to the number of coffee
pods left in your pantry. It’s still in its early
stages, and requires a fair amount of adjusting
to get it to work right, but could be the perfect
gift for the early adopter in your life.

Kohler Moxie Showerhead
Wireless Speaker
The Kohler Moxie Showerhead
+ Wireless Speaker $99.99 at
Amazonisn’t perfect, but it’s still
one of the best ways to listen (and
sing along) to music in the shower.

Philips Hue Lux Starter Kit

Withings Aura

The Philips Hue Lux Starter Kit
$79.99 at Dell is a great introduction
to the world of connected lighting,
offering a white-only counterpart
to the original Hue bulb for half the
price.

Instead of simply monitoring your
sleep, the Withings Aura £189.99
at PC World helps you fall asleep
and wake up with ambient noise,
a smart alarm clock, and different
colored lights. It’s a little pricey, but
definitely stylish.
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LALA Brocade Winter
Collection 2015
Inspired by traditional designs and colours
of the sub-continent that includes botanical
and Persian patterns accompanied by
with Kashmiri motifs,Lala Brocade Winter
Collection 2015 features 20 designs thus
putting forward a contemporary take on
classic floral tapestry and colours. The
collection is in direct line with international
trends of creating your own ensemble from
hues of blacks, shades of blues, greys and
oranges.With add-ons that include Woolen
digitally printed shawls, the collection is
best suited for the winters.
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Shah Rukh’s 50th Birthday Celebrations
Here’s why Shah Rukh Khan is more than just a romantic hero

From Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge to Jab Tak Hai Jaan, Shahrukh Khan has played the quintessential lover boy several
times on screen. His portrayal of Raj/Rahul (naam toh suna hoga) certainly helped his career’s meteoric rise. But time
and again he has proved that there is more to him as an actor than just opening his arms to a lady love as she runs to
him. As King Khan celebrates his 50th birthday on 2 November, he will soon be seen in two unusual movies that are quite
different from his usual repertoire.
There is Fan, where he is not only playing a superstar (a laBillu) called Aryan Khanna but also the title character of a
guy who is his biggest fan! It is set to release on 15 April, 2016. And then we have Raees, where he is co-starring with
Pakistani actress Mahira Khan. Buzz is, it’s a cops-and-robbers movie, in which Khan plays a bootlegger being chased by
a cop, played by Nawazuddin Siddiqui. Definitely something to look forward to. On Shah Rukh Khan’s 50th birthday, we
pay tribute to all those times in his career that he has dared to break the mould and look at the films where he has played
more than just the chocolate lover boy.
My Name Is Khan (2010)
Sure, the film, at the beginning, is a love story but Rizvan Khan is not the typical lover boy. He suffers from Asperger’s
syndrome and views the world in a far more simplistic way. Khan portrayed Rizvan with sensitivity and compelled us to
empathise with his troubles and cheer his determination.
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Swades (2004)
With this film, the Baadshah of Bollywood silenced all his critics who claimed that he was not
an actor, but just someone who hammed his way through his movies. In the beginning, he is
the stereotypical urbane man who can’t understand village ways, but slowly he transforms
before our eyes into someone who gladly embraces his roots.
Chak De! India (2007)
Even the few who had doubts about his histrionic capabilities after Swades, had to
concede defeat with Chak De! India. The film had no known names and ran purely
on Khan’s star power. While his character Kabir Khan led a team of unknown hockey
players to victory, it was the his powerful performance as a maligned hero that
pushed the film to the top of the box office charts.
Don (2006) and Don 2 (2011)
When it was first announced that he will be stepping into the shoes of Vijay, a
character immortalized by Amitabh Bachchan in the 1978 film Don, skepticism
about his abilities ran high. But supported by a great script, the Badshaah proved he is at par
with the Shahenshah. Khan’s performance as the evil Don is chillingly haunting.
Asoka (2001)
Ok, so you’d have to be a die-hard fan to have sat through the film (if you are
reading this, you probably are). It may not be the most epic film of his career,
but it was a huge risk for him to take both as an actor and as a producer, and
kudos to him for that. Plus, you can’t deny his portrayal of the legendary king
who is changed by the Kalinga war was definitely different from all that he
had done till then.
Baazigar (1993)
Way before he attained the romantic image, Khan actually began his career by
doing offbeat roles. In Baazigar, he plays a guy who is so hellbent on revenge
that he romances an innocent girl, kills her brutally, and then romances her
sister, just so he can take revenge on their father, who caused his father’s
death. Whew. How twisted is that! And yet, he walked away with all the
audience sympathy. That was the power of his performance.
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SOC Films Premieres “Song Of Lahore”
In The Us With Events Hosted By Iconic
Hollywood Actress Meryl Streep
“Song of Lahore”, a documentary by Academy Award
winning filmmaker Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy and Andy
Schocken on the acclaimed Sachal Studios and their
journey to New York, is set to be released in the US this
November 2015 with premieres in New York City [NYC]
on the 3rd of November 2015, in San Francisco [SF] on
the 6th of November 2015 and West Hollywood in Los
Angeles [LA] on the 9th of November 2015. The New York
and Los Angeles premieres will be hosted by legendary
Academy Award winning Actress Meryl Streep.
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Pakistani Artists Cannot Be
Stopped From Working In
India: Salman Khan

event, organised by the Shaukat
Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital
and Research Centre Peshawar, where
Fawad inaugurated the ceremony and

Hopping on to the bandwagon of
Bollywood actors standing up against

Shiv Sena’s call to ban Pakistani
artistes, Salman Khan has reiterated
the point that art and entertainment
transcends boundaries by pointing to
the mass appeal of Pakistani dramas
in India, reported *Hindustan Times*
He said that art and politics shouldn’t
be mixed together: “Now that
everything is digital, Indians love to
watch each and every entertainment
show, including popular Pakistani
shows . So, art and entertainment
have no boundaries. Entertainment
is evaluated by what common people
want to watch.” Salman added that
no one could put restrictions on
the performers: “Politics and art
should not be mixed. This is not
what common people want.”He also
pointed out innumerable Bollywood
fans in Pakistan: “If someone wants a
Pakistani actor who can portray a role
better, nobody can put a constraint.
Bollywood has a huge number of fans
in Pakistan and earns a good share
of income from the neighbouring
country.”

Fawad Khan shows off his
green thumb at tree plantation
in Peshawar
The popular film and TV actor and his
wife Sadaf attended a tree plantation

Shah Rukh Khan
investigated over alleged
financial irregularities
ndian actor Shah Rukh Khan has
been questioned by investigation
officials for three hours over

spoke about his long association with
SKMCH. ”I have been participating in
the fundraising campaigns for Shaukat
Khanum Hospital since my childhood.
I take great pride in giving back to the
community and offer my support for
Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer
Hospital and Research Centre in
Peshawar,” he said at the event.

Diwali With The Stars Here’s
The Lowdown On Celebrations
This Year
Diwali is unofficial party season across
the border; celebs take out time from
their grueling schedules to let loose

and light up some firecrackers. This
year, the movers and shakers of
Bollywood were spoilt for choice there
were multiple shindigs to choose from,
happening one after the other over the
course of a week. Ekta Kapoor, Akshay
Kumar and Twinkle Khanna, Shilpa
Shetty and the Bachchans were all
hosting! While television folks mostly
flocked to Ekta’s party, members of
the movie fraternity did a lot of party
hopping this Diwali.
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allegation of irregularities in
the finances of his IPL team
Kolkata Knight Riders, Indian
media reported on Wednesday.
According to reports, officials of
India’s Enforcement Directorate
questioned the superstar on
Tuesday regarding the alleged
undervaluation of the shares of the
company that runs his IPL team.
Khan along with Bollywood actress
Juhi Chawla and her husband Jay
Mehta – co-owns the Knight Riders
Sports Private Limited. Chawla
and Mehta were also summoned
to the questioning on Tuesday.
It is alleged that five million
shares of Knight Riders Sports
Private Limited were undervalued
when they were sold to Mehta’s
Mauritius-based company, Sea
Islands Investments Ltd, in 2008.
According to Indian media reports,
the Enforcement Directorate is
investigating whether the shares
were undervalued in violation of
Indian laws. Khan was previously
questioned in 2011 over allegations
that his team received funds
illegally from foreign tax havens.
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Reel Review

SHAANDAAR

Director: Vikas Bahi
Stars: Shahid Kapoor, Alia Bhatt, Pankaj Kapur

The big fat Indian wedding on which Vikas Bahl’s Shaandaar hinges
is as breezy and boisterous as any that has ever been conjured up by
Bollywood. But there is one marked difference here – the rituals go
offshore, and off-kilter, in quest of untapped locations and bursts of
hilarity.In Shaandaar, the free-wheeling qualities of a modern-day fable
meet the flamboyant and filmi flights of a KJo romance.The director also
throws in animated flashbacks (with a voiceover by Naseeruddin Shah)
to accentuate the film’s fairy tale impulses.
It has all the ingredients of a parable – an orphan princess trapped in
a loveless home, a prince charming who flies in from nowhere, and a
cranky old man who dotes on his daughter to the point of distraction.
And there of course is a bad-tempered grandmother and a scheming
mom who make every effort to make the adopted girl’s life miserable.
But the spunky orphan isn’t one to give up without a fight. She not only
has a dad who stands up for her no matter what, she also bonds big
time with her half-sister.
Despite the Karan Johar making an appearance to take good-natured
digs at his own brand of entertainment, Shaandaar does not shy away
from going the whole hog. While the results are at best mixed, the
glitches that pop up along the way do not do too much harm to the film’s
genial jauntiness.It is aided by blithe directorial touches, flashes of smart
writing (screenplay: Anvita Dutt Guptan) that yield some magnificently
zany sequences, and a slew of energetic performances.Even when
Shaandaar flags a touch for want of sustained narrative force, especially
in the second half, it is firmly propped up by the infectious joy and

vigour that the actors bring to the table. The two leads – Shahid Kapoor
and Alia Bhatt – achieve spontaneous chemistry and Pankaj Kapur
holds the balance with restrained flair. The acting oscillates between the
impressively modulated and the overly unbridled. The mismatch serves
to underscore the sharp divide between the two business families that
are about to be yoked together by a marriage of brazen convenience.
From the moment the marriage party arrives at an imposing castle
in the English countryside, all caution is thrown to the wind on both
sides. The outcome ranges from moments of rib-tickling mayhem to
a few dull passages that meander aimlessly. But Shaandaar isn’t just
about marriage and business deals – the destination wedding is only the
backdrop to many mini mutinies, which includes the brewing romance
between the cocky wedding organiser Jagjinder Joginder (Shahid
Kapoor) and the bride’s sprightly sister Alia (Alia Bhatt). A lively slate of
songs, the handiwork of the composer-lyricist pair of Amit Trivedi and
Amitabh Bhattacharya, bolsters the peppy nature of the film.
Shaandaar is a genre drama laced with enough wit and sharpness to
keep the audience interested in the shenanigans of its likeably goofy
characters. While it does not live up to its title as a package, it fulfils much
of the expectations that the audience might have from a film produced
jointly by Karan Johar on the one hand and Vikramaditya Motwane and
Anurag Kashyap on the other. It brings together two different worlds and
succeeds in striking a balance between the two. For that, and for much
else, Shaandaardeserves hearty ovation.
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